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May Meeting

Image Share is like starting every meeting with a party. This unique feature
of our club generates positive energy, and gets everyone involved.

As the club’s membership grew, so did range of interests and experience. In order to better meet the
varied needs and interests of the members, In June
2010, the board created Focus Groups so members
with a common interest could meet with and learn
from each other.
After being established, the members of each of the
initial four groups determined where, when and how often they would meet, and they created their
own agendas. The success of the initial groups led to the addition of others. The club now has ten
Focus Groups. Each has a facilitator who is the contact person for the group and helps organize
the meetings and activities. Several have designated Flickr sites.

Focus on
Focus Groups

Each focus group had eight minutes to share one special technique or tip or strategy that those
in attendance could start using immediately to improve or expand their photographic skills.

Designing Your Wordpress Website

Barbi Kutilek: BK@ImagesbyBK.com
Meets the third Wednesday of every month
Barbi outlined the steps the group has taken in using Wordpress to create personal websites. She showed John & Linda Tarvin’s travelblog website as an
example. At the next meeting, members will help Jeff Bentz build his website,
start to finish. Even if you did not join this group at its beginning, you are welcome to jump in any time and start building a website.

Compact Cameras - Dan Gregg: dwgdvm@aol.com
Meets the 2nd Thursday every other month
http://www.flickr.com/groups/1605480@N21/
Roy Hovey, a specialist in compact cameras, described some of the advanced
features these smaller (than DSLR) cameras have; including long (20X) zoom
lenses, interchangeable lenses, and C sensors (the same size as most DSLR).
With their lighter weight and size, compact cameras are perfect for travel and
are fast becoming the primary camera for many serious photographers.

Photographing People - Noella Vigeant: nvigeant@gmail.com
To join contact Noella or Larry Campbell (Larrycam@pacbell.net)
No regular meetings, but plenty of periodic practice sessions.
Dominic Godfrey explained that shooting people requires controlling the light.
To create a more attractive soft light, the surface area of the camera flash (popup, speedlight, or off-camera flash) needs to be increased in order to diffuse
the otherwise harsh flash. A variety of products are available that will evenly
spread the light and decrease unwanted shadows. (See the photo of Barbi,
above for an example of an unwanted shadow.)
Larry Campbell is a
favorite & frequent
model for the
People Group.
Continued on next page...

Focus Groups cont.

Videography - David Fredericks: david@dosgatos.net
Meets the third Tuesday of every month.

David Fredericks explained that the people in this group use a variety of
cameras to capture video, ranging from high-end DSLRs to compact cameras to GoPros. They learn from each other about video editing, adding
transitions and titles, and incorporating music. They practice their video
techniques at video shoot-outs. David said the shutter speed needed for
video is different from that needed for still shots. It is the reciprocal of
frames per second times two. ( If you want to understand what that means,
join this group.) Resolution depends on how the video will be published:
YouTube, Vimeo, Apple TV.

Printing - Jack Yovanov: jack@yoracing.com
Meets the first Monday of each month at the MH Library at 7:00PM
Jack Yovanov pointed out that achieving the best print possible starts
with camera settings. Is your camera set to Adobe RGB or sRGB? The
next consideration is paper. There are lots and lots of choices, from matt
to glossy to pearl finish to canvas to metal. Which one to choose depends
on the photograph and how/where it will be displayed. Mats and frames
are used to enhance a print and protect it. Each of the aforementioned
topics will be covered in the monthly meetings. (See page 5 for a review of
the group’s field trip to Bay Photo, a professional printing lab in Scott’s Valley.)

Macro Photography - Susan Brazelton: brzltn@garlic.com
No regularly scheduled meetings, but periodic macro-specific shoot-outs.
Flickr site: http://www.flickr.com/groups/mhpc-macrofocusgroup/
Macro lenses come in various lengths. The shorter the lens, the closer you
have to be to the subject to get the life-size or bigger macro shot. But you
don’t need a dedicated macro lens to take macro photos. A telephoto lens will
work just fine, but the minimum focusing distance is greater. You can also
find the macro shot within a photo by cropping in post processing. You’ll lose
pixels and file size, but if it’s only going to be posted online, that may not matter. Another way to
avoid paying the hefty price for a macro lens is to add extension tubes between the camera and
your lens of choice. Extension tubes have no glass, they just allow for a shorter minimum focusing distance.
Night Photography - Susan Brazelton: brzltn@garlic.com
No regular meetings, but the group goes out several times a year to shoot after
dark. http://www.flickr.com/groups/mhpc-macrofocusgroup/
The best day to photograph the full moon is the day before the moon is 100%
full. One day early the moon will rise during the evening twilight hour. The
even light will allow you to get detail in the moon against a pre-sunset sky, and
detail in the landscape. As with most landscape photography, foreground detail will add interest o a moon shot. If that foreground is water reflecting moon
light, all the better. We will be driving up to Fremont Peak on Saturday, 31 May to photograph the
Milky Way, constellations and star tracks.
Even more on the next page...

Focus Groups cont.

Lightroom - George Ziegler: George@gwzphotography.com
Meets every third Thursday at 7:00pm

Adobe Lightroom is a powerful organizing and processing software that is
used by many professional photographers. George Ziegler, who is a Lightroom expert and teacher, gave an overview of the seven modules: LIBRARY
(used for organizing and key-wording photos); DEVELOP (used to adjust
color balance, exposure, clarity and saturation nd more); MAP (for geotagging photos); and BOOK, SLIDE SHOW, PRINT, and WEB. The monthly
meetings often include video tutorials, and a review of the newest tools.
Newcomers are welcome at any time.

Photo Processing - George Ziegler: George@gwzphotography.com
Flickr site: https://www.flickr.com/groups/2603218@N21/
This is the newest of the focus groups and it functions online only. George
posts an unprocessed photo each month and members then download the
image and, using the software of their choice, process, crop, restore, retouch,
or otherwise do to the image what they want and then re-upload their result
within twenty-one (21) days. Once an image is re-uploaded, other members
have the opportunity make comments on the various results, and possibly
learn new processing techniques.
Executive Board
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Member News & News for Members
Welcome to New Members
•Kirsten Voss

•Peter Ohlon

			
and
Returning Member Don Schneider
2014 Membership Total: 162 (so far)
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Show your club spirit by
having the
club logo embroidered
on your favorite shirt or
jacket

©Mike Winn

May Featured Photographer: Mark Grzan
Mark, who is a Photoshop instructor at
Gavilan’s Morgan Hill
campus, displayed an
array of photographs
taken on his many
hikes through local
parks (like Harvey Bear
and Henry Coe). His beautiful nature photos show an
obvious love for the outdoors and our local environment.

Bay Photo Tour

By Jack Yovanov

For an avid photographer there is nothing quite like a tour through an innovative photographic
printing and photo finishing services lab (a candy store for kids) and on Friday, May 9th this is
exactly what nineteen of us from the club had an opportunity to do. The recently formed Print/
Display Focus Group had arranged for a tour of Bay Photo; a local high-end professional printing
service.
Located in the redwoods of Scotts Valley, our hosts Debbie Thomas and Steve Kurtz from Bay
Photo provided us with a behind-the-scenes glimpse of their full range of photographic products
and services; including prints, press printed products, metal prints, thin wraps, canvas gallery
wraps, albums, books and so much more.
As our tour got underway, Debbie and Steve took our group through the vast Bay Photo facilities
starting with their customer service area where customers can get firsthand support on orders and
questions regarding their print orders. From there we stopped off to see how color correction is
done. They perform this task in a dim, light-controlled area using color correcting software supplied by Kodak. This task is done on orders only when color correction has been requested using
the full color correction option with their ROES online ordering software. When requested, an operator will view and adjust an image’s colors to a calibrated color standard as defined within the
software so that images will have the best possible color when printed on their equipment.
From there we were shown many examples of how they perform their quality control on customers’
orders. They look for flaws, irregularities, and color shifts to make sure that each print order is
completed to their standards. Throughout the tour there were many high-end professional printing machines processing print orders received through their ROES online ordering software. We
learned that Bay Photo was the first lab to implement the ROES online ordering system which has
now become a standard for pro labs.
As we continued our tour we observed a
number of print processes that included
how they make gallery wraps, metal prints,
and photo albums. In particular, it was
impressive to see some of the larger metal
print products and how great they looked.
Have you ever seen your images printed on
a large metal surface? If you have never
seen this style of print, they are worth looking into -- they are fabulous!
At the end of the tour, a group photo was
taken and it was then off to a local Scotts
Valley restaurant where discussions of photography was the main course along with
good food.
©George Ziegler

Based on my observations and discussions during our post tour lunch, I would have to say that
Bay Photo’s staff are experts in photography. They are dedicated to helping photographers achieve
the very best in their printed images by offering a large selection of digital photographic printing,
mounting, finishing, packaging, and service options to enhance the presentation of your photos.

Shoot-outs

View photos from all club shoot-outs at:
http://www.flickr.com/groups/mhphotoclubshoot-outs/

Most recently, Archie Kregear invited members up to his and Bonnie’s property for an early morning practice of macro photography. Linda Tarvin created these four photos.

Upcoming Shoot-outs
Casa de Fruta - Saturday, 24 May

6:00AM - 8:30AM (then Breakfast on site)
Leader: Mark Grzan: fam.grzan@charter.net
This is an instructional shoot-out with demonstrations and tips on shooting colors, textures,
shapes and close up photography on distressed metal. The farm machinery lies along a side road
that starts at the restaurant and proceeds easterly within the park. This is your opportunity to
photograph various farm machinery for our next gallery show (see page 8).
RSVP to Mark that you will participate, want to arrange a carpool, or meet the group there.

A Night on Fremont Peak - Saturday, 31 May 7:00PM to Midnight

Leader: George Ziegler: george@gwzphotography.com
Weather permitting we will photograph the night sky from the observatory. If you want to arrive
in time for the sunset, it is at 8:18PM. It will be dark enough for star photography at about 10PM
and a crescent moon will set at 10:42PM, which will make for a very dark sky. There will be club
members there who will be able to help you to get that picture of the Milky Way or of star trails. The
observatory association puts on a evening program about astronomy, which starts at 8PM. You
can also look through the 30-inch telescope.
RSVP to George that you will participate, want to arrange a carpool, or drive on your own.

Sunset and Light Painting at Henry Coe - Saturday, 7 June

7:00PM - ???

Leader: Mike McElvy: mikemcelvy@yahoo.com
Members are asked to arrive by 7:00 PM for the sunset (8:25PM) shot at the entrance parking lot.
There is a trail (Monument) about 1/2 mile with a 400’ gain to the top look out, great for sunset
or members can shoot the barn at sunset, then on to the light painting. The event will include instruction and demonstrations.
RSVP to Mike that you will participate, want to arrange a carpool, or drive on your own.

Johnson’s Garden Center - Saturday, 14 June 8:00AM - 10:00AM

Leader: Susan Brazelton: brzltn@garlic.com
We have access to the center one hour before it opens to the public. This is an excellent opportunity to practice macro photography in a semi-controlled setting. Shoot flowers and plants in their
summer prime, colorful pots, garden accents and fountains. Experienced macro shooters will be
available to assist those who want/need help.
An RSVP is important. It helps the leader to know who and how many will attend. Participants
can be notified of possible last minute changes, and useful resources can be sent prior to the
shoot-out. For each shoot-out, contact the leader for additional information.

Flickr Theme Projects

View all the theme photos at:
http://www.flickr.com/groups/mhphotoclub/

Since the first month of the club’s existence, members have posted photographic interpretations
of a designated theme to a special Flickr site. The themes, chosen by the members, are meant to
inspire a broadening of techniques, subject matter, and skills. We encourage all member to challenge themselves to take new photographs each month.
2014 Flickr Themes
January - Pets
February - Faces
March - B & W
April - Insects

May - Mission/Church
June - Trains
July - Statues
August - Musical Instrument
September - Historical Places
October - Signage
November - Cemeteries
December – Through a Window

©Roy Hovey

©Dzung Tran

©Archie Gregear

©Ram Gupta
©Barbi Kutilek
©Al Ferla

We encourage every member to join the club’s Yahoo Forum. Just go to the site and click on
“Join” You will need a Yahoo ID, and the site will take you through the steps to get one. It’s all
free. Postings may include spontaneous shoot-outs, last minute changes to the calendar, upcoming events, valuable resources, and possible solutions to your photographic dilemmas. Only
club members may join the site, post messages, and view the messages and files.

http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/MHphotoclub/

Hanging the Show

				

Poster Design
by Noella Vigeant

Artists’ Reception

Next Galley Show

“Machinery”

Submission Deadline: Sunday, 1 June

Next Meeting

Wednesday, 4 June 2012
7:00PM

Centennial Recreation Center
(Multi-purpose Room)

“Shapes & Textures”

Photographic Scavenger Hunt
Bring your camera for the ultimate club shoot-out.
After a short presentation,
everyone will be given a scavenger list of things to find and photograph.
Members may then submit up to 5 scavenger photos that will be compiled into a slide show
and shown at the July meeting.
What could possibly be more fun?

July Program

“Landscape Photography”

by professional photographer and workshop leader

Gary Hart

Gain practical strategies for improving your landscape images
before you click the shutter and in post-processing.
Gary will review 6 to 10 landscape photographs,
open each one in Photoshop and
demonstrate exactly how each can be improved.
Gary is an expert landscape photographer,
engaging speaker, and talented writer.
His photographs and how-to articles are regularly published in
Outdoor Photographer Magazine
His blog includes in-depth articles on how he shot a scene,
and how you can create your own great landscape photos.
http://garyhartblog.com/

For a complete calendar of meetings, shoot-outs and events,
check the calendar on the website.
http://www.morganhillphotographyclub.org/

